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Pending Supreme Court ruling could
turn IP litigation on its head
As with most cases that make it to the
Supreme Court, the exact issue to be
decided is technical and not very sexy, but
the potential impact on companies’
business operations is large.

Such is the circumstance with TC
Heartland v. Kraft Foods Group Brands. In
this case, the Supreme Court will decide
on rules governing the venue for ᔔling
patent disputes.

The debate over whether the deᔔnition of
residency in the general venue statute
applies to the speciᔔc patent statute
exists because the vast majority of patent
litigation occurs in two federal districts — the Eastern District of Texas
and the District of Delaware.

It is unsurprising as these two districts have quick trial dates, tend to
produce larger damage awards and plaintiffs are more likely to be
successful. Plaintiffs, after all, want to maximize their chance of
success.

Patent litigation has a special, speciᔔc venue provision ᔔrst codiᔔed in
1897, which states that venue for patent cases is appropriate in a
district where the defendant resides or infringes and has a regular and
established place of business.

Patent litigation necessitated a special venue statute to limit patent
litigation, because prior to its enactment, an alleged patent infringer
could be sued in any district in which they could be served.

This led to patent litigation being ᔔled against alleged infringers in
districts in which they had no physical presence. If this sounds
surprising based on current patent litigation practice, it is.

Based on current interpretations of personal jurisdiction in the Federal
Circuit for patent litigation and the venue statutes, alleged infringers
can be sued in any district in which it conducts business. TC Heartland
seeks to end this practice through enforcement of the speciᔔc patent
venue statute.
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The focus of the dispute concerns recent amendments to the venue
statute generally. When Congress passed the Federal Courts
Jurisdiction and Venue Clariᔔcation Act in 2011, it rewrote the general
statute governing venue in federal courts. In the new statute, Congress
deᔔned the term “residency” “for all venue purposes.”

Kraft argues this statute was passed to consolidate and simplify all
venue statutes with common deᔔnitions and rules when speciᔔc venue
statutes were silent on an issue.

Unfortunately, the 2011 act was silent on its application to patent
litigation. In fact, Congress has never substantively amended the
speciᔔc patent venue statute.

If TC Heartland is successful and the Supreme Court limits patent
litigation only to those districts in which the defendant resides or
infringes and has a regular and established place of business, certain
federal districts could see an increase in patent litigation.

A 2016 PricewaterhouseCoopers study on patent litigation found that
19 percent of patent litigation lawsuits were in the automotive,
electronics or software ᔔelds. On the surface, these industries may
appear unrelated, but this is not the case. Modern automobiles are
extremely technologically advanced with computers and software
running most systems.

Additionally, General Motors, Ford, and Fiat Chrysler are collaborating
with Silicon Valley start-ups and technology companies to bring
driverless cars closer to reality. In March 2016, GM acquired self-driving
startup Cruise Automation.

It has also recently invested in Lyft, which plans to test a ᔬeet of self-
driving Chevrolet Bolt electric taxis in the near future. Auto-parts
suppliers, like Delphi, are also investing heavily in driverless cars and the
related technology.

The expanding use of software and cloud computing in self-driving
automobiles will likely increase the number patent lawsuits ᔔled in the
Eastern District of Michigan. The establishment of a U.S. Patent and
Trademark Ofᔔce ᔔeld ofᔔce in Detroit further recognizes the
importance of the Eastern District of Michigan as a patent venue in the
future, especially if TC Heartland is successful.

This would be a great outcome for U.S. automotive companies and their
suppliers. Instead of having to travel to rural Texas for hearings and
trial, disputes would be settled locally — where the technology was
developed. This would reset patent venue back to what Congress
initially intended in 1897.
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